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CCoouurraaggee  aanndd  CCoowwaarrddiiccee   
Dear Postulants and Professed members, 

Unprovoked and vicious physical attacks are becoming increasingly common on the streets of the western world. Recently 

one such attack was perpetrated locally by students beating up an autistic boy with a spanner. Upon my mentioning this 

news item the other day, someone in my company insisted on describing the attack as ‘cowardly’. This is an adjective I 

have also heard used frequently by the mainstream media whenever a fresh incident of this sort occurs. 

Is ‘cowardly’ in any way an apt description of a vicious and unprovoked attack upon another person? Malicious and 

murderous, perhaps, but cowardly? This month I would like to treat of the cardinal virtue of Courage or Fortitude. A 

correct understanding thereof may help preserve us from confusion in our world of verbal topsy-turvydom.   

There are four cardinal (or pivotal) virtues in the human soul, principles of action whose combined work covers all that is 

needed for a man to live rightly in this world. Although they can be acquired by our own natural effort, Baptism brings 

with it divinely infused versions of these virtues. They are Prudence, Justice, Fortitude and Temperance. 

What is the virtue of Fortitude? It is the enduring power of our will to pursue what is good despite the difficulties that 

stand in our way. For example, it requires courage for a Catholic employee to continually stand up against attacks upon 

his purity or his Faith despite the unpleasantness and anxiety it brings to his work day. It required courage for St. John 

the Baptist to clearly call out Herod’s adultery for what it was despite the death threats. It was courageous of Christ to 

keep picking Himself up after each of His painful falls on the way to the top of Calvary. 

Any particular act of Fortitude always has two objects in view, which are like its two eyes. The left eye of Fortitude is 

directed to unpleasant externals contrary to our comfort. Mockery and isolation suffered by the Christian at the office, the 

grimy prison of Herod or the steep ascent of Calvary are examples. This is the evil aspect at which fortitude looks. These 

are to be resisted and fought, or at least endured, for the sake of something else. What is this something else?  

The right eye of fortitude, however, looks to something good. What is this? It is what St. Thomas frequently calls the very 

purpose of all the virtues, namely that each man lives secundum rationem (according to reason), rather than be tossed to 

and fro by every wind of passion and circumstance. Since man is precisely the ‘rational animal’ who ought to live directed 

by his intelligence and by God, it would be manifestly wrong for him to allow temporary troubles to frighten him away 

from eternal and unchangeable goals. The biting remarks at the office, the rats in Herod’s prison, the uneven pavement 

going up Calvary, these are all evils indeed, but they are only physical evils and not moral evils. It would be manifestly 

contra rationem (against reason) to allow mere material evils to sway us from the lofty moral goods that tower above and 

behind them. 
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Another distinction made by St. Thomas concerns the two main acts of Fortitude, in Latin aggredi (to attack) and sustinere 

(to withstand). For aggredi, think of a boxer swinging a right or left hook, and for sustinere imagine him holding up his two 

fists to his face during a barrage of blows by his opponent.   

But to better understand these two fists of Fortitude, a quick overview of the passions might be in order. It is a little 

technical, but beautiful in its order.  

St. Thomas identifies eleven passions or passive responses of our bodily nature to various types of stimuli. Six of them 

(they are described as ‘concupiscible’) have to do with good and bad stimuli as such: love (good simply speaking), desire 

(good as absent), delight (good as present), hatred (evil simply speaking), aversion (evil as absent) and sorrow (evil as 

present). The other five (they are called ‘irascible’) concern good and bad stimuli perceived as difficult or troublesome in 

some way: hope (difficult good considered as possible to attain), despair (difficult good considered as impossible to attain), 

daring (difficult evil as considered possible to avoid), fear (difficult evil as considered impossible to avoid) and anger 

(variously explained, but always a reaction to injury perceived as an insulting to our honour or dignity). 

When confronted by an evil which is difficult to overcome, our human emotions can have two contrary reactions that need 

monitoring. The first is daring and attack, whereas the other is withdrawal and shrinking back in fear. In a similar vein 

as the boxing analogy, we could think of daring and fear as the contrary responses of a single powerful muscle that tends 

either to overmuch extension or overmuch contraction. It is the function of the virtue of Fortitude to manage and moderate 

these two inclinations, bringing balance lest the muscle tear or rip, resulting in vice. 

But the work of Fortitude upon these two passions is not evenly spread. Somewhat surprisingly, St. Thomas says that it is 

this latter function of contracting and curbing our fear in which the act of fortitude principally consists. This is not what 

one would expect, because we might more naturally associate fortitude and courage with glorious acts of attack than with 

‘holding on for dear life’. So why does Fortitude specialize in sustained holding rather than in measured attack?  

St Thomas says that it is more difficult to repress our fear than it is to moderate our daring. And the reason? It is because 

the difficult obstacle already in and of itself represses our daring somewhat, whereas it works to increase our fear. Think 

about it. If an angry co-worker confronts the Catholic about his Faith on a particular day, the suddenness and threating 

aspect of the obstacle puts a check to his daring since he is somewhat taken off guard and feels his insignificance before 

the threat. But his fear is increased, not decreased: it is charged instead of checked. Thus, since our sense of daring is 

already curbed somewhat, Fortitude races to the rescue of our increased fear, like a good fireman carrying his hose to 

where it is hottest. 

The vice of cowardice may now be more clearly understood. Whereas Fortitude calls us to face up to and grapple with 

obstacles between us and God’s law, cowardice chooses to flee from these obstacles in the interests of self-preservation. It 

puts second things first, choosing to act against reason by perversely making a priority of temporary safety over eternal 

safety, shallow material comfort over enduring spiritual good. Like its vicious cousin envy, cowardice has the unsavoury 

reputation of being a sin which involves no pleasure or joy whatsoever. It is a truly despicable sin, frowned upon by all 

people at all times. 

So, did the student attackers wielding spanners fit the category of ‘cowardly’? Hardly. Cowardice, in its shrinking, inactive 

and frightened aspect is surely a million miles from those unprovoked attacks! One might even say that such criminal 

behaviour probably requires a certain amount of (albeit perverse) natural fortitude (few are brave enough to wield a 

weapon with such abandon). But whatever sin it was that gripped their hearts, be it malice or envy, it was certainly not 

cowardice. If there was any cowardice it was in the passers-by who did nothing to help the victim.  

Heaven help us if violent criminals like this ever appear in court on charges of cowardice! Let us call out sin and evil for 

what it is, always making sure to start with what we find in our own hearts. 

As we begin the Season of Pentecost may the Holy Ghost bring upon you an increase in the Gift of Fortitude so as to face 

and overcome the many obstacles that lie between you and sanctity. 

In the Sacred Heart of Jesus, through the Immaculate Heart of Mary, 

Fr Jordie Stephens  

Spiritual Director of the Third Order of SSPX for Australia 

                                                                   


